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Methodology)' Request for Additional Information - RAIs 72, 73, 74 and 76"
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Enclosed are copies of the proprietary and non-proprietary versions of Westinghouse responses to NRC
RAIs 72, 73, 74 and 76 on WCAP-16996-P, "Realistic LOCA Evaluation Methodology Applied to the
Full Spectrum of Break Sizes (FULL SPECTRUM LOCA Methodology)" Request for Additional
Information, dated June 11, 2013.

Also enclosed is:

1. One (1) copy of the Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure,
AW-13-3733 (Non-Proprietary), with Proprietary Information Notice and Copyright Notice.

2. One (1) copy of Affidavit (Non-Proprietary).

This submittal contains proprietary information of Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. In
conformance with the requirements of 10 CFR Section 2.390, as amended, of the Commission's
regulations, we are enclosing with this submittal an Application for Withholding Proprietary Information
from Public Disclosure and an affidavit. The affidavit sets forth the basis on which the information
identified as proprietary may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission.

Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of the application for withholding or the
Westinghouse affidavit should reference AW-13-3733 and should be addressed to James A. Gresham,
Manager, Regulatory Compliance, Westinghouse Electric Company, Suite 310, 1000 Westinghouse
Drive, Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066.

Very truly yours,

Thomas Rodack, Director
Licensing and Engineering Programs
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AW-13-3733

June 21, 2013

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

Subject: LTR-NRC- 13-41 P-Attachment, "Submittal of Westinghouse Responses to WCAP- 16996-P,
'Realistic LOCA Evaluation Methodology Applied to the Full Spectrum of Break Sizes
(FULL SPECTRUM LOCA Methodology)' Requests for Additional Information - RALs 72,
73, 74 and 76 (Proprietary)"

Reference: Letter from Thomas Rodack to Document Control Desk, LTR-NRC-13-41, dated June 21, 2013

The Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure is submitted by
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(1) of
Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations. It contains commercial strategic information proprietary
to Westinghouse and customarily held in confidence.

The proprietary information for which withholding is being requested is identified in the proprietary
version of the subject report. In conformance with 10 CFR Section 2.390, Affidavit AW-13-3733
accompanies this Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure, setting
forth the basis on which the identified proprietary information may be withheld from public disclosure.

Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the subject information which is proprietary to Westinghouse
be withheld from public disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the Commission's
regulations.

Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of the application for withholding or the
accompanying affidavit should reference AW-13-3733 and should be addressed to James A. Gresham,
Manager, Regulatory Compliance, Westinghouse Electric Company, Suite 310, 1000 Westinghouse
Drive, Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066.

Very truly yours,

Thomas Rodack, Director
Licensing and Engineering Programs

Enclosures
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AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:

ss

COUNTY OF BUTLER:

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared Thomas Rodack, who, being by me

duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), and that the averments of fact set forth in this

Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief:

Thomas Rodack

Licensing and Engineering Programs

Sworn to and subscribed before me

this 21st day of June 2013

Notary Public

COMMON1ý.ALTh OF PENNSYLVANIA
~Notarial Seal

Anne M. Stegman, Notary PublicU n lt v T w o .p c tr. j -, # -el l n C o n t y
M yCommission Expires Aug. 7, 2016N

,-EP,4SR, PENNSYLVANIA ASO•i"AI'ON OF NOTARIES
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(1) 1 am Director Licensing and Engineering Programs, in Nuclear Fuel, Westinghouse Electric

Company LLC (Westinghouse), and as such, I have been specifically delegated the function of

reviewing the proprietary information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in connection

with nuclear powerplant licensing and rule making proceedings, and am authorized to apply for

its withholding on behalf of Westinghouse.

(2) I am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the

Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse Application for Withholding

Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure accompanying this Affidavit.

(3) I have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by Westinghouse in designating

information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential commercial or financial information.

(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4).of Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations,

the following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining whether the

information sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.

(i) The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been held

in confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii) The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not

customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining

the types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection,

utilizes a system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in

confidence. The application of that system and the substance of that system constitutes

Westinghouse policy and provides the rational basis required.

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several

types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential competitive

advantage, as follows:

(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component,

structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of
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Westinghouse's competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a

competitive economic advantage over other companies.

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or

component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures a

competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved

marketability.

(c) Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve his

competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance

of quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d) It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or

commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers.

(e) It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded

development plans and programs of potential commercial value to Westinghouse.

(f) It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the

following:

(a) The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a competitive

advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to

protect the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b) It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such

information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to

sell products and services involving the use of the information.

(c) Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage by

reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.
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(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive

advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive advantage. If

competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any one component

may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a

competitive advantage.

(e) Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of

Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the

competition of those countries.

(f) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and

development depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a

competitive advantage.

(iii) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the

provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390, it is to be received in confidence by the

Commission.

(iv) The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available

information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method to

the best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this submittal is that which is

appropriately marked in LTR-NRC- 13-41 P-Attachment, "Submittal of Westinghouse

Responses to WCAP-16996-P, 'Realistic LOCA Evaluation Methodology Applied to the

Full Spectrum of Break Sizes (FULL SPECTRUM LOCA Methodology)' Requests for

Additional Information - RAIs 72, 73 74 and 76 (Proprietary)", for submittal to the

Commission, being transmitted by Westinghouse letter, LTR-NRC- 13-41 and

Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure, to the

Document Control Desk. The proprietary information as submitted by Westinghouse is

that associated with Westinghouse's request for NRC approval of WCAP-1 6996-P, and

may be used only for that purpose.
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This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:

(a) Obtain NRC approval of the FULL SPECTRUM LOCA Methodology

documented in WCAP- I 6996-P, "Realistic LOCA Evaluation Methodology

Applied to the Full Spectrum of Break Sizes (FULL SPECTRUM LOCA

Methodology)".

Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:

(b) Westinghouse plans to sell the use of the information to its customers for the

purpose of assisting customers in obtaining license changes for a Westinghouse

pressurized water reactor (PWR).

(c) The information requested to be withheld reveals the distinguishing aspects of a

methodology which was developed by Westinghouse.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the

competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of

competitors to provide similar technical evaluation justifications and licensing defense

services for commercial power reactors without commensurate expenses. Also, public

disclosure of the information would enable others to use the information to meet NRC

requirements for licensing documentation without purchasing the right to use the

information.

The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of

applying the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort and

the expenditure of a considerable sum of money.

In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar technical

programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the

requisite talent and experience, would have to be expended.

Further the deponent sayeth not.



PROPRIETARY INFORMATION NOTICE

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and/or non-proprietary versions of documents furnished to the NRC
in connection with requests for generic and/or plant-specific review and approval.

In order to conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 of the Commission's regulations concerning the
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the information which is proprietary in the
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary information has been deleted
in the non-proprietary versions, only the brackets remain (the information that was contained within the
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). The justification for claiming the information
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) through (f)
located as a superscript immediately following the brackets enclosing each item of information being
identified as proprietary or in the margin opposite such information. These lower case letters refer to the
types of information Westinghouse customarily holds in confidence identified in Sections (4)(ii)(a)
through (4)(ii)(f) of the affidavit accompanying this transmittal pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390(b)(1).

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

The reports transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is permitted to
make the number of copies of the information contained in these reports which are necessary for its
internal use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance,
denial, amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a license,
permit, order, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 regarding restrictions on public
disclosure to the extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse, copyright
protection notwithstanding. With respect to the non-proprietary versions of these reports, the NRC is
permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are necessary in
order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public document
room in Washington, DC and in local public document rooms as may be required by NRC regulations if
the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose. Copies made by the NRC must include
the copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as proprietary.
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Question 72: Bubbly Flow Drag Assessment Using Thermal Hydraulic Test Facility Test Data

WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Subsection 13.4.2, "ORNL-THTF
Small Break Tests," clarifies that "YDRAG is a multiplier on the interfacial drag value that is used to bias
the value computed by the code. It is specified on an individual cell basis, and 1.0 is the default value."
The bubbly flow drag multiplier, YDRAG, is applied directly to the interfacial drag as calculated for SB
flow from Equation (5-67a) and for Large Bubble flow from Equation (5-72):

I8,

WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Subsection 29.1.5 explains that "The
YDRAG multiplier is the sole contributor for void fractions a, less than 0.5." It is also clarified that "in the
interpolation region between the small and small-to-large bubbly flow regime (av < 0.5) and the annular
film flow regime (av > cjt -0.8) both YDRAG and FDRAG have an effect." Subsection 29.1.5 of WCAP-
16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, states that YDRAG "is applied directly to
the small bubble, large bubble and hot wall interfacial drag calculations."

Subsection 13.4.2 of WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, examines [the
effect of three different YDRAG values of I ]" on WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 axial
void fraction predictions for 12 ORNL THTF test runs as summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: ORNL THTF Tests Used in YDRAG WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 Sensitivity Analysis

Number and Type of Test Runs YDRAG and Number of Test Runs Analyzed
Test Test Test

Facility Bundle Runs Bundle Uncovery Level Swell YDRAG = [ J•' YDRAG = [ 1•, YDRAG = [ ]•

THTF 8x8 12 6 6 12

The WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 void fraction predictions with I
I"c are compared against ORNL THTF bundle void fraction measurements in Figures 13.4.2-

16 through 13.4.2-27. Sensitivity studies were performed with I
]a'C WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Subsection

13.4.2.7, "Summary and Conclusions," states [

I"a As such, it is concluded that the YDRAG range determined from the boiloff experiments

adequately captures the data for the ORNL bundle uncovery and level swell simulations."

(1) Please identify the measured void fraction data points in the analyzed THTF tests, for which
WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 predicts a SB configuration and document the data in a table. For each point,
provide the measured void fraction value, void fraction measurement uncertainty (shown in Figures
13.4.2-16 through 13.4.2-27), corresponding liquid and vapor mass flow rates, criteria used to identify
the data points, predicted nominal interfacial drag coefficient, Cob along with parameters that entered
into its calculation. Include corresponding void fraction predictions for I

I"' Please document each data point in a separate raw and present the above
identified quantities in separate columns. Please provide a plot comparing predicted void fractions
versus measured data showing void fraction measurement accuracy. Please apply the nominal [

]"'• in code predictions. In a separate table, please compare the flow
conditions characterizing each measured data point against the applicability range for the interfacial
drag correlations used in the code void fraction predictions.
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(2) Please identify the measured void fraction data points in the analyzed THTF test runs, for which
WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 predicts existence of a SLB flow regime (0.20 < (x < 0.50). For these data
points, please provide the information requested in item (1) above for SB flow. Please apply the I

]I"C in code predictions and provide a separate table, which
compares the flow conditions characterizing each measured data point against the applicability range
for the interfacial drag correlations used in the code void fraction predictions.

(3) Please explain predicted instances of decreasing void fraction with increasing bundle axial elevation as
observed in void fraction results shown in Figure 13.4.2-6 for Test 3.09.10K, in Figure 13.4.2-12 for
Test 3.09.10CC (at [ ]"C), in Figure 13.4.2-14 for Test 3.09.10EE, and in Figure 13.4.2-
15 for Test 3.09.1 OFF. Provide the causes for void fraction decrease at higher axial elevations taking
into consideration, among other relevant factors, the fact that the flow area does not increase with
height.

(4) WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Subsection 29.1.5 states that
YDRAG "is applied directly to the SB, large bubble and hot wall interfacial drag calculations." Please
provide a detailed description of and justification for YDRAG application to "Hot Wall" interfacial
drag.

NP-3
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Question 73: Bubbly Flow Drag Assessment Using G-1 and G-2 Test Data

WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Subsection 13.4.3, "Simulation of
G-1 Core Uncovery Tests," explains that 16 core uncovery test runs conducted in the Westinghouse ECCS
HPTF with the G-1 15x15 grid test bundle were used to define an uncertainty range for YDRAG. From the
G-l tests, 33 level swell data points were identified for the 10-foot, 8-foot, and 6-foot elevations,
experiencing uncovery, and were compared against WCOBRAiTRAC-TF2 predictions. The YDRAG
uncertainty range study also included 9 core uncovery test runs conducted in the Westinghouse ECCS
HPTF with the G-2 19x19 grid test bundle (336 heater rods) as described in Subsection 13.4.4, "Simulation
of G-2 Core Uncovery Tests of WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0.
From the G-2 tests, 18 level swell data points were identified for the 10-foot and 8-foot elevations,
exhibiting uncovery, and were compared against code predictions. Figures 13.4.3-9 and 13.4.4-8 compare
measured versus predicted level swell using nominal YDRAG multiplier. Table 1 summarizes the
Westinghouse ECCS HPTF G-l and G-2 runs used to assess the bubbly flow interfacial drag.

Table 1: Westinghouse HPTF G-1 and G-2 Tests Used in YDRAG Range/Distribution Analysis

Test Facility Test Bundle Test Runs Data Points Note

Westinghouse ECCS G-1 (15x15) 16 33
HPTF

Westinghouse ECCS G-2 (19x 19) 9 18 C
HPTF

Please provide additional information as described in the items below using the nominal YDRAG value (I
I") in relevant analyses and, for consistency with previous results, with [ ],C

(1) The YDRAG uncertainty study is based on calculated (or secondary) G- 1 and G-2 test data representing
the collapsed liquid level in the test bundle. As described in WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP,
Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Subsection 13.4.3.6, "Simulation of G-1 Core Uncovery Tests," and
in Subsection 13.4.4.6, "Simulation of G-2 Uncovery Tests," the collapsed level data were based on
differential pressure/level transducer readings at points in time when heater rod thermocouples (TCs)
located at selected axial elevations started indicating temperature rise above the saturation level due to
mixture level falling below the TC elevations. Please provide the accuracy of the calculated collapsed
liquid level data in the G-I and G-2 tests using instrumentation accuracies for the measured test data.
Derive the associated accuracy for the average level swell data provided in Table 13.4.3-3, "G-1
Simulation Results Summary at Model Nominal YDRAG," and in Table 13.4.4-4, "G-2 Simulation
Results Summary at Model Nominal YDRAG." Present the results in a separate column in both tables
and show accuracy bars for the data plotted in Figures 13.4.3-9 and 13.4.4-8.

(2) Table 2 provides the TC elevations used to identify the mixture level and the associated collapsed liquid
level in the examined G- 1 and G-2 tests. In addition, the table lists the corresponding elevations
reported in the WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 runs in Tables 13.4.3-3 and Table 13.4.4-4. Also listed are
elevations for cell interfaces nearest to the TC elevations according to the noding diagrams provided in
Figure 13.4.3-6, "WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 Model of the G-1 Test Bundle" and in Figure 13.4.4-6,
"WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 Model of the G-2 Test Bundle." It is seen that there is a difference of up to
about [ ]1,` between the TC elevations and those reported in the WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 runs.
A difference of up to I Ia'" between the TC elevations and the nearest cell interface elevations
in the WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 G- 1 model is evident. For the G2 model, this difference is smaller and it
is limited to I I" Please describe the reason for these discrepancies, which, in combination
with a large cell size, can introduce errors in the comparison between data and code predictions for
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level swell. Present analysis results obtained with modified G- 1 and G-2 WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2
models in which TC elevations coincide with cell interface elevations and the heated conductors are
modified accordingly and provide the updated Figures 13.4.3-9 and 13.4.4-8.

Table 2: G-1 and G-2 TC Elevations and Elevations Reported in WCOBRAiTRAC-TF2 Runs

Elevations Reported in Cell Interface Elevations' in
Elevation WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 Runs WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 Models

Eeti G-1 Bundle G-2 Bundle G-I Model G-2 Model G-1 Model G-2 Model

(in) (ft) (in) (ft) (in) (ft) (in) (ft) (in) (f) (in) )

10 ] -c 118.9 9.908 1 ac

8 ]Jc 94.3 7.858 ]RC

6 ]a 69.7 5.808 ]ac

Elevation provided from the bottom of heated length.
+ Elevation did not uncover.
A Nearest cell interface is bellow TC.
t Nearest cell interface is above TC.

(3) It is seen from the predicted cladding temperature shown in Figure 13.4.4-7, "Collapsed Liquid Level
and Predicted Cladding Temperatures at the 8- and 10- Foot Elevations, G-2 Test 716," that the 7.96-ft
elevation uncovers shortly after 1,200 seconds. From the plots of the liquid and mixture levels in the
test bundle measured in G-2 Run 716 on pages 716-24 and 716-28 in EPRI Report AN-1692 Volume 2,
it is estimated that the TC at the 94.3-inch elevation uncovers at approximately 1,900 s. Please explain
this large timing discrepancy between test data and code prediction. Please clarify which void fraction
value is plotted in Figure 13.4.3-8, "Void Fraction and Predicted Cladding Temperature at the 10- Foot
Elevation, G-1 Test 62," referring to the noding diagram shown in Figure 13.4.3-6.

(4) Using the G-2 TC elevations and the elevations reported in WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 G-2 runs provided
in Table 2, it is possible to reproduce both the data and code predictions for the level swell values
provided in Table 13.4.4-4 assuming that the liquid is saturated at the bottom of heated length.
However, the observed and predicted level swell values documented in Table 13.4.3-3 for G- I test runs
cannot be reproduced in the same manner. Please explain the reason for this inconsistency and provide
corrected values if necessary.

(5) The heated length of the G-1 test bundle is 144 inch (12.0 ft) and the G-2 test bundle heated length is
164 inch (13.667 ft). According to the noding diagrams provided in Figures 13.4.3-6 and 13.4.4-6, this
length is represented using 12 cells in the WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 G-1 model and 16 cells in the
WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 G-2 model. After resolving the above identified items, please present code
prediction results for the bundle level swell obtained with doubling the number of axial cells used to
represent the heated bundle length for both test facilities. Present the updated Tables 13.4.3-3 and
13.4.4-4 with the obtained results and present them graphically by updating Figures 13.4.3-9 and
13.4.4-8.

(6) Please provide comparisons of code predictions for clad temperatures and sink temperatures against test
data for all test data axial locations for G-2 Test 718. Also show comparisons for the two-phase level
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and collapsed liquid level predictions against test data for this test. Please provide comparisons of code
predictions obtained with drag multipliers of | ]a,c against test data.
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Question 74: Interfacial Drag Sampling Approach

The capabilities of WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 to predict the core void and the resultant mixture level swell for
SBLOCAs are assessed in WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Section
13, "Core Void Distribution and Mixture Level Swell." WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II,
and III, Revision 0, Subsection 13.2, "Physical Processes," clarifies that "in SBLOCA scenarios, the steam
velocities are too low to entrain droplets at the two-phase interface, and thus entrainment is negligible." It
is also explained that "...the liquid and vapor flow rates are low, which make wall drag due to form and
friction losses negligible compared to the interfacial drag." Thus, "...the mixture level swell is most
directly affected by the interfacial drag between vapor and liquid, and the bubble rise velocity and bubble
size."

WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Section 29, "Assessment of
Uncertainty Elements," identifies three categories of uncertainty parameters: (1) nominal without
uncertainty, (2) bounded, and (3) nominal with uncertainty. Model uncertainties related to "thermal-
hydraulic global models" and belonging to the third category of uncertainty parameters are presented in
Table 29-2, "Uncertainty Elements - Thermal-Hydraulic Models," which includes the bubbly and film flow
drag multipliers YDRAG and FDRAG, among others.

WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Subsection 29.1.5, "Interfacial Drag
in the Core Region," presents the PDFs proposed for the interfacial drag multipliers in WCOBRA/TRAC-
TF2 uncertainty assessments. The subsection explains that "Rather than calibrating multipliers or
adjustments to each individual closure relationships, the level swell is 'globally' ranged by applying the
same multiplier to the interfacial drag coefficient calculated in each cell of the two-phase region."
Accordingly, "Two multipliers were added in the code to allow ranging capability on interfacial drag." The
multipliers, YDRAG and FDRAG, are applied directly to the drag coefficient in the expression for the
interfacial drag force, T ix, v,:

T ix. v, = (YDRAG x Kix, v) Uvi and - ix. vl = (FDRAG x Kix, vi) LUvi1

YDRAG and FDRAG are specified on an individual cell basis and apply to different flow regimes of the
"Cold Wall" two-phase flow regime map in the WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 vessel component.

Table I provides a summary description of the interfacial drag multipliers.

Table 1: "Global" Interfacial Drag Multipliers Used in Two-Phase Flow Regimes of the WCOBRA/TRAC-
TF2 Vessel Component "Cold Wall" Flow Map

Flow Regime Void Fraction ot Applicable Applicable Drag Multiplier(%) Multiplier YDRAG FDRAG Note

Small Bubble 0 < a: 20
Specified on an

Small-to-Large 20 < a5 50 YDRAG ] RIC individual cell basis
Bubble 2a.c

Chum-Turbulent 50 < a <a,,, YDRAG IC Specified on an
FDRAG ]RC individual cell basis

Film/Drop Otcnt < a < 100 FDRAG [ a,c Specified on an-ac individual cell basis
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WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Subsection 29.1.5 describes the
application of Westinghouse ECCS HPTF G-1 and G-2 test data to assess an uncertainty range for YDRAG.
In code simulations of G- 1 and G-2 test runs,

]a'c For the G- 1 simulations, [

•ac In the calculations

for the G-2 data set,

a,. WCAP- 16996-P/WCAP- 16996-
NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Subsection 29.1.5 concludes that [

]Ic Table 2
summarizes the Westinghouse ECCS HPTF G- 1 and G-2 uncertainty assessment for YDRAG.

Table 2: Westinghouse HPTF G-I and G-2 Tests Used in YDRAG Range/Distribution Analysis

Data Points and YDRAG Values to

Test Facility Test Bundle Test Data Recover Level Swell Average NoteRuns Points ]c YDRAG

W ECCSH G-1 (15x15) alcHPTF

W ECCST G-2 (19x19) [a•c
HPTF

(x) I I ac

(1) RG 1.157 Revision 0, "Best-Estimate Calculations of Emergency Core Cooling System Performance,"
states that "A best-estimate model should provide a realistic calculation of the important parameters
associated with a particular phenomenon to the degree practical with the currently available data and
knowledge of the phenomenon." In addition, RG 1.157 requires that "If it is not possible or practical to
consider a particular phenomenon, the effect of ignoring this phenomenon should not normally be
treated by including a bias in the analysis directly, but should be included as part of the model
uncertainty."

Figure 1 below illustrates the impact of the proposed range limits and nominal YDRAG values on
WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 void fraction predictions for ORNL THTF Test 3.09.10CC according to results
documented in WCAP-16996-P Revision 0 Figure 13.4.2-24. Please explain the technical rationale and
requirements behind the approach of determining and assigning a sampling range to a physical quantity,
which is amenable to quantification using experimental measurements, in quantifying the impact of its
variation on assessing the uncertainty in predicting other physical parameters that can depend on that
sampled quantity. Consider relevant factors such as: (a) state of knowledge, availability and accuracy
of pertinent data, (b) uncertainty range versus measurement accuracy for individual physical
parameters, (c) uncertainty assessment for individual governing parameters, (d) need for adequacy,
quality and rigor of prediction tool qualification and assessment.
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(2) WCAP- 16996-P/WCAP- 16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and III, Revision 0, Subsection 29.1.5 states that
YDRAG "is applied directly to the SB, large bubble and hot wall interfacial drag calculations." Explain
the rationale for assigning a sampling range "globally" to multiple parameters that describe different
processes and phenomena (e.g., SB, large bubble, CT flow, "Hot Wall" interfacial drag) without
qualifying uncertainties associated with each individual model considering the possibility for
compensating errors.

Figure 1: Impact of Bubbly Flow Drag Multiplier YDRAG on WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 Void Fraction
Predictions for ONL THTF Test 3.09.10CC

(3) The aspect of WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 approach to interfacial drag calculation that involves
implementation of "global" input drag multipliers, YDRAG and FDRAG, used to directly modify, also
as part of the uncertainty sampling process, closure terms in the momentum conservation equations is
questionable from a methodological point of view. The proposed approach to sampling of interfacial
drag interferes with the quantification of specific physical quantities that have been a subject to
extensive experimental and analytical studies aimed at their quantification using deterministically

ac
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established and experimentally validated constitutive models. The questionability of such an approach
is particularly exacerbated by the safety relevance of these models as they impact level swell prediction,
which, in turn, has a strong impact on SBLOCA PCT predictions. Equally relevant, availability of two-
phase flow data measurements for interfacial drag quantification for both pipe and rod bundle
geometries leaves little tolerance space for such an approach. Constitutive correlations need to be
demonstrated as applicable and appropriate under the intended conditions of code applications. Please
explain how the proposed interfacial drag sampling approach that effectively varies a physical quantity,
otherwise amenable to quantification from measured physical parameters, by a factor of [

]a"c applied across an entire spectrum of two-phase flow regimes, demonstrates the
applicability of WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 to predict realistically core level swell and resulting PCT
predictions.

(4) If WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 is applied to quasi-steady unidirectional two-phase flow in a channel with
well defined boundary and geometry conditions, thus rendering interfacial drag as the only thermal-
hydraulic model parameter of relevance in assessing code uncertainty, how should void fraction and
level swell predictions relate to accuracy of void/level measurements when drag has been subjected to
sampling?

(5) RG 1.157 Revision 0, states that "A best-estimate model should provide a realistic calculation of the
important parameters associated with a particular phenomenon to the degree practical with the currently
available data and knowledge of the phenomenon." More specifically with regard to level swell
prediction, RG 1.157, Revision 0 clarifies that "A correlation or model to be used in ECCS evaluation
to calculate level swell should be checked against an acceptable set of relevant data and should
recognize the effects of depressurization, boil-off, power level, fluid conditions, and system geometry."
As proposed in WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II, and 1II, Revision 0, Subsection
.29.1.5, "Interfacial Drag in the Core Region," an interfacial drag multiplier ranging from [
Ia2c suggests that the two-phase flow drag models implemented in WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 are deficient.
It is recognized that even small variations in swelled levels amounting to 3 to 6 inches during protracted
periods of core uncovery under limiting break conditions can result in pronounced changes in PCT
predictions. Improved physical models for two-phase flow interfacial drag prediction can be associated
with a reduced drag sampling range or even eliminate the need for drag sampling altogether. Please
discuss and provide a resolution approach for interfacial drag modeling and sampling in
WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2.
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1.0 Introduction and Problem Statement

The YDRAG parameter is used to account for uncertainty in the calculated core level swell by varying the
interfacial drag in the core region. This parameter is meant to satisfy U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.157
(Reference 4) by providing a means to bypass the convolutions of the uncertainties associated with the data
(discussed in Section 2) and the models altogether, and use a single, global parameter to capture the
uncertainties associated with a very important SBLOCA phenomenon. Considering both the uncertainty of
the data sets as well as the model uncertainty, the resulting range is fairly large. YDRAG is meant to
capture this somewhat large uncertainty range to satisfy the requirements of Reference 4 for level swell
predictions.

The common theme among Requests for Additional Information (RAIs) 73 and 74 is the [
l",C Aside from some

specific questions, the crucial areas in which the reviewers challenge the methodology are I

Ia'c

In addition, parts (1) and (2) of RAI 72 asks for I

Section 2 of this response will address issues (a) and (b) above, and Section 3 will focus on responding to
issues (c) and (d) above. Finally Section 4 will map specific questions contained in RAIs 72, 73, and 74 to
the issues above.
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2.0 Data Base Considered for the Bubbly Flow [

2.1 Summary of Test Facilities Considering [

I 2,C

,,c

As explained in Section 29.1.5 of Reference 1,

During a SBLOCA scenario, the cladding heatup usually begins with core uncovery. Though the safety
injection (SI) pumps begin injecting liquid to the reactor coolant system (RCS) early in the SBLOCA
transient, the break flow outweighs this contribution until the accumulators inject. Thus, the liquid in the
vessel gradually depletes and ultimately leads to core uncovery while the core is in a boil-off scenario. As
such, I

Ia.x

The ORNL-THTF test is a quasi-steady state test in which the liquid mass flow rate matches the steam mass
flow rate, and a steady mixture level is established. This is generally not the case in the SBLOCA transient,
as the core liquid level generally decreases over time. I

Ja'c

The GE Blowdown tests are rapid depressurization and flashing tests which are meant to simulate the
blowdown phase of a transient with a relatively large hydraulic diameter. Due to the large hydraulic
diameter, the GE Blowdown tests are not fully applicable to model the core region.

Ia2C

FULL SPECTRUMT
M and FSLOCATM are trademarks of Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, its affiliates and/or its subsidiaries in

the United States of America and may be registered in other countries throughout the world. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use is
strictly prohibited. Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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2.2 Determination of Level Swell

Equation 13-1 of Reference 1 is utilized (Equation 2-1 herein):

V(Z0-ZSAT)--(ZCLL--ZSAT) (Equation 2-1)

Each term of this equation has uncertainty associated with it, which will be discussed in the following
subsections.

2.2.1 Two-Phase Mixture Level (Z2 1)

I

],,c
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ac

2.2.2 Collapsed Liquid Level (ZCLL)

I

I a,C

2.2.3

I
Saturated Liquid Level (ZsAT)

I ace
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I

ja.c
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ac

2.2.4 Summary of the Uncertainty in the Level Swell Calculations

Based on the discussions in Sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.3, the following subsections discuss the uncertainties
for the level swell calculations for each test facility.

2.2.4.1 G1 Boil-off Tests

I

I 1C

2.2.4.2

1
G2 Boil-off Tests

I a~c
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I

Ic

2.2.5 Other Sources of [ Ia~c

I

I RC

2.2.6 Conclusions Regarding the I

Based on the discussions in Sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.5, 1

I Ic

] a,C
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Rac

2.3 Axial Void Fraction Pror'de and Average Void Fraction

gkc
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Table 2-1: Summary of the Uncertainty for the G1 Boil-Off Level Swell Calculations

~ax
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Table 2-2: Summary of the Uncertainty for the G2 Boil-Off Level Swell Calculations

7 ac
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a,c

Figure 2-1:1
aC
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a,c

Figure 2-2: [ ]a,c
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a,c

Figure 2-3: Uncertainty in the GI Boil-Off Calculations for the [ ]ac
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ac

Figure 2-4: Uncertainty in the GI Boil-Off Calculations for the 8 ],C
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a,c

Figure 2-5: Uncertainty in the G1 Boil-Off Calculations for the a ]ac
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a,c

Figure 2-6: Uncertainty in the G2 Boil-Off Calculations for the [ ]a,c
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a,c

Figure 2-7: Uncertainty in the G2 Boil-Off Calculations for the [],I
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Figure 2-8: Radial Power Distribution in the G1 Boil-off Facility

Note: Black and white dots indicate instrumented rods.
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-- ac

Figure 2-9: G2 Boil-off I I a,c
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a,c

Figure 2-10: G2 Boil-off [
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3.0 Purpose and Applicability of [

I
I a,C

I a,c

3.1 Discussion of the Effects of [

IaI

3.2 Nonlinearity of [

I

I 2,C

I a~c

Ia,C
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]a c

3.3 Sensitivity of Drag Calculations to ]a.c

ac
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I

Ia,
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3.4 Summary of Purpose of [ ]a.c

In RAI 74, the reviewer refers to U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.157 Revision 0 (Reference 4), which states
that: "A best-estimate model should provide a realistic calculation of the important parameters associated
with a particular phenomenon to the degree practical with the currently available data and knowledge of the
phenomenon. If it is not possible or practical to consider a particular phenomenon, the effect of ignoring
this phenomenon should not normally be treated by including a bias in the analysis directly, but should be
included as part of the model uncertainty."

I a~c

3.5 Additional Study on Level Swell Predictions

Reference 5 documents the results of a series of ROSA-IV LSTF tests, which were performed to
investigate the void fraction distribution in the bundle at different pressure and power levels. Test ST-NC-
06E was simulated with WC/T-TF2, [

]ac

As described in Reference 5, this test was performed with the primary side partially filled with water and
heated up by the core power which was set at the required level for each test. The core heat was removed by
transferring heat from the primary to the secondary side through reflux condensation; this is a condition
where the steam generators act as a heat sink. To achieve this condition, the secondary side pressure is
maintained lower than the primary side and at saturation conditions such that all of the vapor generated in
the core is condensed in the steam generator U-tubes and is drained back into the core in a quasi steady-

stte

I &,c
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Table 3-1: Comparison of the Level Swell Predictions for the G2 Boil-off Tests [
]SC

-1 ac
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Table 3-2: Comparison of the Level Swell Predictions for the G2 Boil-off Tests I
I c

- a,c
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ac

Figure 3-1: Comparison of the Accuracy of Level Swell Predictions for the G2 Boil-off Tests I
18,C
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a,c

Figure 3-2: Level Swell as a Function of [ ]a,c
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a,c

Figure 3-3: Level Swell as a Function of [ I RC
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Figure 3-4: Level Swell as a Function of [ I IC
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ac

Figure 3-5: Comparison of the Accuracy of Level Swell Predictions for the G2 Boil-off Tests [

1aC
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a,c

Figure 3-6 Comparison of [
ac
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4.0 Individual Responses to RAIs

This response was designed to only partially address RAI 72 and to completely address RAI 73 and RAI 74.

In this section the individual questions from the RAI are mapped to the overall discussion provided in
Sections 2.0 and 3.0. The [ ],4C for RAI 72 is performed for G2 boil-off tests in
Section 3.1.

4.1

I
RAI 73

a,,

4.2 RAI 74

1

I a
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2a'

5.0 Impact on the Topical Report (Reference 1)

At a minimum, the [ ]a.c in Section 29.1.5 of Reference 1 must be revised to reflect
the changes made herein. In addition, some of the wording throughout Sections 13 and 29.1.5 needs to be
changed to reflect clarifications and changes. The clarifications and changes to the topical will be provided
to the NRC with the remainder of the responses for Set 5.
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Question 76: WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 Interfacial Drag Assessment

WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II and III, Revision 0, Section 13, "Core Void Distribution
and Mixture Level Swell," assesses WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 level swell prediction capabilities using SETs that
are mostly steady state and characterized by relatively low clad temperature. The analyzed tests include
ORNL THTF uncovered bundle tests, Westinghouse G-1 and G-2 core uncovery tests, and Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute (JAERI) TPTF critical heat flux bundle tests. To evaluate WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2
performance under test conditions that have not been addressed in WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP,
Volumes I, II and Ill, Revision 0, Section 13, Subsection 23.1.1, "GE Vessel Blowdown Tests," assesses
WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 prediction results for transient level swell during rapid depressurization (blowdown)
while WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II and III, Revision 0, Section 23.1.2, "Semiscale
Tests," analyzes code level swell and post-CHF heat transfer prediction capabilities at high clad
temperatures.

WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II and III, Revision 0, Subsection 23.1.1, "GE Vessel
Blowdown Tests," assesses WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 prediction results for transient level swell during rapid
depressurization (blowdown) using General Electric (GE) vessel blowdown test facility. The analyzed
tests include 7 top-break blowdown experiments: 8-21-1, 8-25-1, 8-28-1, 9-1-1, 9-15-1, 1004-2, and
1004-3. The tests were performed with the small-tank blowdown vessel characterized by an inside
diameter of 1 ft for the cylindrical portion of the vessel. The orifice opening diameters ranged from 3/8
to 1 in and a variety of different flow restrictions at the midpoint of the vessel were used. The figure of
merit for the code assessment was the ability of WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 to predict void distribution in the
blowdown vessel. For this purpose, code predictions with [
]a,c were obtained to examine the effect of interfacial drag on prediction results and compared against
measured void fractions in Figures 23.1.1-4 through 23.1.1-45.

WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II and III, Revision 0, Section 23.1.2, "Semiscale Tests,"
assesses WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 level swell and post-CHF heat transfer prediction capabilities using lET data
from Semiscale Mod-3 10% cold leg break integral effects Test S-07-10D. The test, designated as a U.S.
NRC Small Break Experiment (SBE), featured deep core uncovery and elevated heater rod temperatures
due to manually delayed ECCS injection. WCAP-16996-P/WCAP-16996-NP, Volumes I, II and Ill, Revision
0, Section 23.1.2 does not provide assessment results with regard to interfacial drag and does not
specify the value of YDRAG applied in the analysis.

Please provide additional assessment results for the WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 vessel component interfacial
drag model using available experimental data as described below.

(1) Please compare WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 predictions against the following tests performed with the CSE
test facility: B-50TN, B-51TN, B-53BTN, and B-50MN. For test description, please see Battelle
Northwest Laboratories Report BNWL-1463, "Coolant Blowdown Studies of a Reactor Simulator
Vessel Containing a Perforated Sieve Plate Separator," February 1971, by R. T. Alleman et al. In
addition, provide code assessment results for CSE Test B-10 as described in Battelle Northwest
Laboratories Report BNWL-1411, "Experimental High Enthalpy Water Blowdown from a Simple
Vessel through a Bottom Outlet," June 1970. Please provide comparisons against data for all of the
above CSE tests using YDRAG drag multipliers of [ ]a,c

(2) The GE Vessel Blowdown test facility was also used to perform level swell tests using a large-tank
blowdown vessel with an inner vessel diameter of 47 in (1.194 m). The top-break, large-tank GE
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level swell tests employed a blowdown venturi nozzle with a throat diameter ranging from 2.125 in
(54 mm) to 3.625 in (92.1 mm). Please assess WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 against GE large-tank level swell
test data, including tests 5702-16, 5801-13, 5801-15, and 5801-19, using YDRAG drag multipliers of
I ]a,c Please provide history plots of time-dependent system pressure responses at
the top of the blowdown vessel and two-phase mixture levels that compare code predictions and
test data showing also accuracy bars for the two-phase mixture level measurements. In addition,
please provide plots of axial void fraction profiles as a function of the axial vessel height, which
compare core results with axial void fraction data along with accuracy bars for all seven axial levels
as measured at the four transient points in time in each test. Assess the interfacial drag models in
WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 by presenting a plot, which compares axially-dependent void fraction data
measured at the four transient times at all seven axial levels for each experiment against code
predicted values. Please analyze and provide the code assessment for the GE large-tank level swell
tests using YDRAG drag multipliers of [ ]a,c

(3) Please provide comparisons of WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 predictions against measured data including,
among other important parameters, clad temperature measurements at deferent axial elevations
for the following Semiscale lETs: Semiscale Mod-3 10 percent cold leg break Tests S-07-10 (SG
secondaries isolated at 17 s into the transient) and S-07-10D (broken loop SG allowed to blowdown
throughout the transient), Semiscale Mod-2A 5 percent cold leg break Test S-UT-08, Semiscale Mod-
2C 5 percent centerline cold leg break Tests S-LH-1 (0.9 percent core bypass flow) and S-LH-2 (3.0
percent core bypass flow). Please analyze and provide the code assessment for these Semiscale
tests using YDRAG drag multipliers of [ Ja~c Provide comparisons of
WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 predictions against measured data for PCTs at deferent axial elevations. In
addition, please provide comparisons for the axial void distribution in the core at the time of PCT
occurrence as well as for the collapsed liquid level and two-phase mixture level as functions of time.
Document the predicted maximum PCT values following core boiloff and compare them against the
measured PCT value including the measurement accuracy as well.
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Response to Parts (1), (2), and (3) of RAI 76:

76.1. Parts (1) and (2)

Purpose of GE Blowdown Test within the Code V&V Matrix

Section 13 describes the assessment of WCOBRA/TRAC-TF2 interfacial drag. However the focus is limited
to ensure the code is capable of predicting with reasonable accuracy the core void fraction distribution
and mixture level swell. Therefore the tests considered in the V&V matrix are limited to prototypical rod
bundle data. Core interfacial drag biases and uncertainties are captured in the YDRAG multiplier - as
discussed in Section 29 and responses to RAI 72, 73 and 74 - based on comparing code prediction
against prototypical rod bundle data.

The GE Blowdown test is a rapid depressurization and flashing test which is meant to simulate the two-
phase blowdown of a pressure vessel with a relatively large hydraulic diameter, and not fully applicable
to model the core region. This test is not representative of the core level swell phenomena and
conditions during the boil-off phase of a SBLOCA. As such, the GE Blowdown data was not and should
not be considered in the development of the YDRAG range contrary to what is implied in RAI-76.

The GE Blowdown tests described in Section 23 were simply used as an additional benchmark, purely to
investigate the effect of ranging YDRAG during rapid depressurization and subsequent flashing of the
liquid in a tank. The phenomenon is quite different from boiling of liquid at the wall as result of wall-to-
fluid heat transfer. Note that YDRAG ranging is only applied in the core region where the geometry of GE
Blowdown would not be applicable.

Considering that the GE Blowdown tests are not applicable for the conditions under which the YDRAG
multiplier is most important, and the volatile nature of the tests,the results show adequate agreement
for their intended purpose.
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76.2. Part (3)

76.2.a. Introduction/Problem Statement/Response Approach

Part (3) of RAI-76 requests simulation of a number of Semiscale tests. This request was motivated by the
staff's concern that the validation matrix selected for WCT-TF2 is inadequate. In this response, the scale
distortion and the parameter coverage of ROSA-IV LSTF test series included in the validation matrix are
examined. Together with the consideration of scale distortion in Semiscale, the adequacy of ROSA-IV
based validation matrix is discussed.

The scale distortion in ROSA-IV test SB-CL-02 was investigated in Appendix A. The review of scaling
analysis and an additional scale distortion check for Semiscale were performed in Appendix B.

76.2.b. Scale Distortion in ROSA-IV LSTF Test

Top-down and bottom-up Scaling in blowdown (BLD), natural-circulation (NC), Loopseal-clearing (LSC),
and boil-off (BO) phases in a ROSA-IV SBLOCA test, SB-CL-02 was investigated relative to an equivalent
demonstration plant SBLOCA transient. The three loop demonstration plant will be referred to the plant
identification, DLW in the subsequent texts in this document. SB-CL-02 has a 2.5% break at the bottom
of the cold leg. [

]a", The scale distortion was investigated using the top-down scaling
method used for AP600 by Banerjee (1997) [76.2-1] and for US-APWR by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
(2010) [76.2-2].

The top-down scaling analysis result indicated that there are minor scale distortions originating from the
atypical steady state and transient initiation of ROSA-IV test SB-CL-02. In ROSA-IV, the steady state
power is 14% of the scaled PWR value due to the power limitation for the facility (=10 MW). In order to
achieve the same hot and cold leg loop temperatures as the PWR, the loop flow was also reduced to
14% of the scaled PWR value and the secondary side pressure was increased. The transient was initiated
by a break opening followed by power transition to decay heat curve and the acceleration of pump
speed until it reaches the expected coast down speed. After that the pump speed was programmed to
follow the coast down curve.

The Bottom-up scaling analysis examined the pertinent loop geometry and expected flow conditions for
the break flow during the BLD phase, the counter-current flow limit (CCFL) in the steam generator (SG)
U-tube, CCFL in the SG/hot leg, and the residual liquid in cross-over leg in the LSC phase. The result
indicated that there is no significant scale distortion in ROSA-IV SB-CL-02 test.

76.2.c. Parameter Coverage in lETs in Validation Matrix

In this section, the range of parameters investigated in the lETs in the validation matrix, which are
important to SBLOCA is summarized.

Break Size and Break Orientation, SI Operation:

I

]ape
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Break Size (% of CL FA)
Based on Equivalent 4
Loop PWR

ROSA-IV 0.5, 2.5, 5.0, 10 High Pressure SI was active in SB-CL-05 (5%)
LOFT 2.5, 25

Bvoass from Inner to Outer Vessel and Downcomer:

The core collapsed liquid during the LSC phase is a result of how effective the bypass was in relieving the
manometric pressure difference developed between the inner and outer vessel. ROSA-IV bypass values
seen in the validation matrix is a typical value for PWRs. For Tcold plants, the bypass is larger and is near
2%.

IBypass (% of Loop Flow) I
ROSA-IV 0.4%- 2.3% Range covers typical PWRs.

Lowest Core Collapsed Liquid Level:
The lowest core collapsed liquid level measured in SB-CL-05 was reached during the LSC phase. The
measured level was substantially lower than the loop seal elevation implying that there was significant
liquid holdup in the hot leg/SG and uphill side of SG-tubes. For examining the level swell performance
for an extreme low core liquid inventory, S-7-10D was simulated in the separate effects test (SET) mode
which is discussed in Section 23 of the topical report.

Lowest Core Collapsed Liquid Level (m)

Phase Measured from Bottom of Core Level Relative to Loop Seal
LSC 0.33 -1.465 SB-CL-05 (5% CL)
BO 0.63 N/A SB-CL-02 (2.5% CL)
BO ~0 N/A S-7-10D (SET)

Highest Rod Temperature:
The highest rod temperatures measured in ROSA-IV tests are relatively benign due to the operational
procedure where the core power was turned off when the highest rod temperature reached 800C. In
order to examine the code's predictive capability in the high temperature transients, S-7-10D was
simulated in the SET mode.

Phase Max Measured Clad Temperature
LSC -720 K (836F) SB-CL-05 (5% CL)
BO -870K (1106F) SB-CL-02 (2.5% CL)
BO - 1060 K (1448F) S-7-10D (SET mode)

Range of Parameters in Requested Semiscale Tests:
The range of parameters investigated in S-UT-8, 5-7-10/10D, S-LH-1/2 experiments are shown in the
table below. It is clear that the parameters are bounded by or comparable to the range examined in the
validation matrix shown above with an exception of the bypass flow fraction for which the coverage by
ROSA tests is shown to be adequate.
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Semiscale
Break Size (% of CL FA) 5%, 10%

Bypass 0.9% - 3% S-LH-1/S-LH-2 (5% CLB)
Lowest Core Collapsed Level ~0 S-7-10D (10% CLB)
Highest Temperature ~1145 K (1601F) S-7-10 (10% CLB)

76.2.d. Scale Distortion in Semiscale Test

The scaling analyses and other similar investigations performed on the Semiscale test facility were
reviewed in Appendix B for the facility's possible scale distortion in its SBLOCA transients.
Metal stored energy relative to the coolant volume and the heat loss to the environment were apparent
scale distortions in the small scale facilities like Semiscale. In an effort to minimize environmental heat
losses, external heaters were installed on the loop piping, downcomer, vessel, upper plenum, and
secondary side shells. These heaters were controlled by independent variable power supplies, allowing
the external heater power to be ramped down during the course of a transient in an attempt to not
amplify the already atypical metal heat release to the primary fluid. Other scale distortions are seen in
the CCFL behavior in the hot leg/SG interface and in the Loop seal where the clearing behavior is
impacted and more residual liquid is expected in Semiscale tests compared to PWRs. Many of known
distortions while some may be considered minor, are not correctable and the transient behavior
requires careful examination to interpret and to extrapolate to the PWR behavior. The facility is still
useful for code assessment however atypicalities and scale distortions in the facility are present which
impacts the behavior of key phenomena such that the code may be exercised in an operating region
different from what is expected in PWRs.

76.2.e. Adequacy of lETs in Validation Matrix

The validation matrix with 10 ROSA-IV lET simulations (9 SBLOCA plus 1 Natural Circulation test) with an
additional S-07-10D SET simulation adequately covers important phenomena of SBLOCA over an
expected range of DLW SBLOCA transients.

The scale distortion examination demonstrated that the ROSA-IV tests are well scaled lETs for examining
the behavior of Westinghouse type PWRs under SBLOCA transient conditions, and are uniquely suited
for the validation of WCT-TF2 for the application to SBLOCA analysis. Specifically, the lET set in the WCT-
TF2 validation matrix includes 1 Natural Circulation test and 9 ROSA-IV SBLOCA tests with break sizes at
0.5%, 2.5%, 5% and 10% with different break orientations and with and without SI, supplemented by the
level swell validation under an extremely low core liquid inventory using the S-7-10D high temperature
Semiscale test, and 2 LOFT tests including 1 small break and 1 intermediate break tests. The lET set
included in the WCT-TF2 validation matrix is believed to satisfy Step 8 of EMDAP described in RG 1.203
and is sufficient data base for validating the WCT-TF2 based evaluation model for the application of
SBLOCA analysis.

Based on the comparison of parameter coverage in the validation matrix, simulation of requested
Semiscale tests do not add any new phenomena nor exercise the code in ranges of importance that lETs
in the validation matrix did not already cover.
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Appendix-A: Examination of Scale Distortion in ROSA-IV Test, SB-CL-02

A.1 Introduction
The scale distortion in the SB-CL-02 (2.5% break at the bottom of cold leg) compared to the small
break of an equivalent size for the demonstration plant (DLW). The equivalent break size of SB-CL-02
for DLW using [ ]a~c The scale distortion in SB-CL-02 relative to a
I ]a,c using

the top-down scaling method used for AP600 by Banerjee (1997) [76.A-1] and for US-APWR by MHI
(2010)[76.A-2].

In subsequent sections, the scaling analysis based on the non-dimensional mass and energy
equations for the blowdown (BLD), natural circulation (NC), loop seal clearance (LSC), and boil-off
(BO) phases, developed in Ref [76.A-2] are presented. The non-dimensional coefficients derived from
the non-dimensional mass, energy and momentum balance laws were then calculated and.
compared between the ROSA SB-CL-02 and the demonstration plant simulation results for
identification and discussion of possible scaling distortions in SB-CL-02. To compute the non-
dimensional coefficients, the SB-CL-02 simulation and the DLW SBLOCA transient of an equivalent
break size are utilized for the parameters not available from the measurements, since the simulation
of SB-CL-02 was found to be equivalent to the test in terms of the global mass and pressure
transient as seen in Section 21 of the topical report. In addition to the top-down scaling analysis, the
pertinent bottom-up scaling requirements for the phases were examined by comparing the
geometry scaling and expected flow conditions based on appropriate correlations for high PIRT
phenomena/processes.

A.2 Top-Down scaling of BLD, NC, LSC, and BO Phases

The system pressure and mass transients of DLW and ROSA were compared for the blowdown,
natural circulation, Loopseal, and boil-off phases (see two figures below). [

]axc the 2.5% cold leg break SB-CL-02 were selected for this investigation of scale

distortion since among all ROSA test series, the 2.5% break size is the [
]a,c Since ROSA is a full pressure facility and the P/V scaling maintains 1:1

time scale, we can compare the system pressure vs. time directly as seen in Figure 76.A-la. For
mass, the normalized primary mass vs. time may be used for comparison as seen in Figure 76.A-lb.
The scale distortion in ROSA may be identified through comparison of non-dimensional parameters.
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axc

Figure 76.A-la: Pressure Transient Comparison

* Blowdown Phase [

Mass balance:

dM *

dt* ýY 13 _rh*ea

Energy balance:

dP *

dt * = -2 CI, Ib,l + T6 CI,m Ic,m + TIO C 2 HI

Figure 76.A-lb: Mass Transient Comparison

]atc

Definition of non-dimensional coefficients is given in Appendix-C of [76.A-1] and listed in Table 76.A-
1.
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Table 76.A-1: Definition of Non-dimensional Parameters

Non-
dimensionalized Algebraic form Note

Parameters

M M/Mo Non-dimensionalized mass

Non-dimensionalized time

b mNon-dimensionalized mass flow
'hbreak m'break /mbreak,O

P* P/Po Non-dimensionalized pressure

* Ib,m m Ibreak (hbreak _Ur) Non-dimensionalized saturated field energy

Ib,' Ib,nm,O rbreak,O (hbreak -Um )o change due to mass outflow

* lb,1 rhbreak (hbreak _-u,) Non-dimensionalized subcooled field energy
SIb--1.0 lthbreak,O (hbreak --UY)0  change due to mass outflow

Ic,m qnet,m Non-dimensionalized heat transfer
Ic'm Ic,mn,O q- netm,O

* Him Vm ( rhbreak Non-dimensionalized saturated field volume

11m HmO VmO _hbreak,O flow due to mass outflow

SII _ V1  rhbreak) Non-dimensionalized subcooled liquid field
H1,O Vl,0 (__break,O volume flow due to mass outflow

,c,, / u 1~, lap/ alv, l°,)
C1 Cl / C,1 ,0 C I(braa.

k

aP/aU.mI l/P/av.I

Ci,m Clm / Cl,m,O Z(PAV/aP/ avk K)
k

,= 
1

C2 C2/C C2 ,0  J(PkVA/aP/1'VA-.)k
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The result of scaling analysis is summarized in the table below which compares the non-dimensional
coefficients in the mass and energy equations for the demonstration plant (DLW) and ROSA SB-CL-
02. As seen in the summary table, a scale distortion is seen in the ratio of pressure change due to
change in specific energy of the saturated field from heat transfer. This distortion is due to the
difference in the steady state operation between the DLW and ROSA. In ROSA, the steady state
power is 14% of the scale due to the power limitation for the facility (=10 MW). In order to operate
achieve the same loop temperatures, the loop flow was also set at 14% of the scaled PWR value. The
transient was initiated by a break opening followed by power transition to decay heat curve and the
acceleration of pump speed until it reaches the expected coast down speed. After that the pump
follows the coast down curve.

The mass depletion during the blowdown phase is slower in DLW than in ROSA but is comparable.

Table 76.A-2: Non-dimensional Coefficients during Blowdown

Dimensionless Algebraic form Physical Meaning DLW ROSA DLW/
Group ROSA

Ratio of pressure change, due to
T~j2 Cc1,10 (hbreak -" I )tilbreakOt0 change in specific energy of the ]a,c

P0 subcooled liquid mass outflow, to the

reference pressure

Ratio of pressure change, due to
T'6 Cl,m,O qnet,O tO change in specific energy of the ]a,c

P0  saturated field from heat transfer, to

the reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to

tyitl 0 Cý2.0o1.0hbreak.ot0 change in specific volume of the ]a,c

PO subcooled liquid from mass outflow,
to reference pressure

mbreakOt0 Ratio of integrated mass flow to
T13 M0 reference mass a,c

Table 76.A-3: Time Duration, Mass and Pressure in Blowdown Phase

Reference DLW ROSA Notes

Parameters

to (second) [ ]a,c Time period

Mo (kg) [ ]a.,c Initial RCS mass

Po (Pa) [ ]a'c Initial RCS pressure
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0 Natural Circulation Phase [ ]a,c

Mass balance:

dM 
*

dt* =13 (_ th *break)

Energy balance:

dt* 5 Cl,m Ib,m + T6 Cl,m Icm + T I1 C2 m

Definition of non-dimensional coefficients is given in Appendix-C of [76.A-1] and listed in Table 76.A-
1.

The result of scaling analysis is summarized in the tables below which compare the non-dimensional
coefficients in the mass, energy and driving force/resistance equations for the demonstration plant
(DLW) and ROSA SB-CL-02. As seen in Table 76.A-4, a scale distortion is seen in the ratio of pressure
change 1P6 due to change in specific energy of the saturated field from heat transfer. This distortion
is due to the difference in the heat transfer rate from the primary to the secondary side of steam
generators. It is believed that two factors contributed to this distortion. One factor is the hot leg
enthalpy at the beginning of natural circulation phase. Because the pump in ROSA operated at the
14% during the steady state, while accelerated to the coast down curve following the initiation of
the transient, combined with the delayed reactor trip, the upper plenum and hot leg stays hot for
ROSA and the pressure is higher in ROSA at the beginning of natural circulation phase. Second factor
is the steamline valve operation in ROSA. When the valve opens, the release rate is high enough to
drop the secondary side so that the valve closes. The valve repeated this cycle which is in contrast to
how DLW secondary side behaves. The difference then is the heat transfer rate from the primary to
the secondary side. This difference, though notable, ends with the equilibration of the primary and
the secondary pressures. At this point the heat transfer direction reverses as the primary pressure
becomes lower than the secondary pressure. The scale distortion from this difference appears to
impact slightly as the shorter natural circulation phase.

Table 76.A-4: Non-dimensional Coefficients during Natural Circulation

Dimensionless Algebraic form Physical Meaning DLW ROSA DLW/
Group ROSA

Ratio of pressure change, due to change

'T•5 Cl~m,0 (hbreak -ttm )thbreakoto in specific energy of the saturated field ]a,c

from mass outflow, to the reference
pressure

TIJ6 Ratio of pressure change, due to change ]a,€
in specific energy of the saturated field
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Table 76.A-4: Non-dimensional Coefficients during Natural Circulation

Dimensionless Algebraic form Physical Meaning DLW ROSA DLW/
Group ROSA

C^m.0 netfO to from heat transfer, to the reference

PO

Ratio of pressure change, due to
C2m.OVm.olbreak,OtO change in specific volume of the

'P11  PO saturated field from break outflow, atc

to reference pressure

m1lbreak,Ot0 Ratio of integrated mass flow to
'Y13 M0 reference mass ac

Table 76.A-5: Time Duration, and other pertinent parameters in Natural Circulation Phase
Reference DLW ROSA Notes

Parameters

to (second) [ ]ac Duration of Phase

M0 (kg) [ ]a.c RCS mass at beginning of phase

P0 (Pa) [_]a,_ Initial RCS pressure

qneto (W) [ ]a,c Average net heat source

Integrated Momentum Equation:

1 2 2 •-''. .r l_ 1 =1P2 oV o2,~~l 0Z fji+N 1V) = ZApl
2 iPm, " '

where

- P., )gAHi

Nf,i is the non-dimensional parameter accounting for the two-phase frictional loss.

No~i is the non-dimensional parameter accounting for the two-phase local loss.

The non-dimensional driving force can be obtained as:

(p.,- p_1~ )g-AH.
Ndri ="

P,._ gLh
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where Lh is the height of the difference between the middle of the core and the middle of average

height of SG.

Table 76.A-6: Non-dimensional Coefficients in Loop Momentum Equation

ROSA
Dimensionless Group Algebraic form DLW ROSA ROSA

/DLW

~ N 1  + N0 1 N f,i f r l A j
i~' + .i d A ]a,c

(Single Phase Region) N°', = Ki 1

Z-Nf,1 +•-No, Nf~i=f, ij ,+x.AI//lug 2  [~. ]='.
No+ x K -Ap / pg) A02

(Two Phase Region) N0,j =K (1 + x1.5 A . gAP/P )2

Z Ndri Ndt,=(p,,. - PmJ )gAI-Ii ]aXc

_p,_0"_ ,gLh

0 Loopseal Clearing Phase [ ]ac

The mass and energy equations in loop seal clearance phase are the same as those of the natural
circulation phase, with hydrostatic head in the RCS system as the driving force in loop seal clearance
phase. Using the hydrostatic head as defined in Figure 6.3-12 of [76.A-2] and redefining LsGu as LCCFL

and LSGD as LUDS, the following balance equation was derived,

RCS hydrostatic head balance equation:

SýV *DC - (V'2 SGU +3 LSU V7*SGD +LSD)
PA

____ * ___ LSGU f VS
where Lcup Lcup , LDC LDC LsGU - LsGU LLSU -- LLsULCUO LDC,O LsGu~o LS

L LLSD =l - Pg * Pg * Pt
LLSD = (D~~Pt Pg -7~ Pg = , Pt

LLSDO 1- TPg f -- Pg Pg,O P1,O

L*GD = LSGD

LSGD.O

The result of scaling analysis is summarized in the tables below which compares the non-
dimensional coefficients in the mass, energy and hydrostatic head equations for the demonstration
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plant (DLW) and ROSA SB-CL-02. As seen in Table 76.A-7, no scale distortion is found. The ratio of
non-dimensional parameter is found to be between [ ]a,c

Table 76.A-7: Non-dimensional Coefficients during Loop Seal Clearance

Dimensionless Algebraic form Physical Meaning DLW ROSA /RS
Group /ROSA

Ratio of pressure change, due to

Cimo(hbreak __Ur)hbreak.OtO change in specific energy of the
T5 P saturated field from mass ]ac

outflows, to the reference

pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to

CI,m,O qnet,O to change in specific energy of the
T6 P0  saturated field from heat ]a,c

transfer, to the reference
pressure

C2,MOVm,0 o'reak,OtO Ratio of pressure change, due to
T.O IreaPO 0 change in specific volume of the P.c

SP0  saturated field from break
outflow, to reference pressure

T break,Ot 0  Ratio of integrated mass flow to
I'3 M0 reference mass arc

Table 76.A-8: Time Duration, Mass and Pressure in Loop Seal Clearance Phase

Reference
DLW ROSA Notes

Parameters

to []a,c Time duration of Phase

(second)

M0 (kg) [ ]a,c Initial RCS mass at begin of phase

Po (Pa) [ ]a,c Beginning of phase
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Table 76.A-9: Non-dimensional Liquid Hold-up in Loop Seal Clearance Phase
Dimensionless DLW ROSA DLW/ROSA Algebraic form

Group

LDC,O
Lcup'o

(PI - Pg )o LSGUOI// ]a~c
P,,0  Lcup'0

[3 Ja~c (P, - Pg o LLSUO

PI,0  Lcup'o

ac (PI -P g )0 LSGD.O + LLSDO
,Ol.O LCUP'o

LcuP,min

LCcup ]a,c Lc UP'o

. Boiloff Phase [ Ia,c

The mass and energy equations in boiloff phase are the same as those of the natural circulation and
loop seal clearance phases.

The result of scaling analysis is summarized in the table below which compares the non-dimensional
coefficients in the mass and energy equations for the demonstration plant (DLW) and ROSA SB-CL-
02. As seen in the summary table, no scale distortion is found. The ratio of non-dimensional
parameters is found to be between [ ]a,c

Table 76.A-10: Non-dimensional Coefficients during Boil-off

Dimensionless Algebraic form Physical Meaning DLW ROSA DLW/
Group ROSA

ratio of pressure change, due to
CImO0(hbreak --Um)mhbrek.OtO change in specific energy of the

T 5  PO saturated field from mass outflows,

to the reference

C1,m,O qnet,O to Ratio of pressure change, due to

T'6 PA change in specific energy of the ]a,c

saturated field from heat transfer,
_to the reference
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Table 76.A-10: Non-dimensional Coefficients during Boil-off

Dimensionless Algebraic form Physical Meaning DLW ROSA DLW/
Group ROSA

C2,m.m,oobreak,oto Ratio of pressure change, due to
TIll PO change in specific volume of the

saturated field from break outflow,

to reference

mbreakOt0 Ratio of integrated mass flow to
TI3 Mo reference mass Iac

Table 76.A-12: Time Duration, Mass and Pressure in Boil-off Phase

Reference
DLW ROSA NotesParameters

to (second) [ ]ac Duration of Phase

M0 (kg) [ ]a,c RCS mass at beginning of phase

P0 (MPa) [ ]a,c RCS pressure at beginning of phase
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A.3 Bottom-Up scaling consideration of BLD, NC, LSC, and Boil-off Phases
For the bottom-up scaling discussion, we will focus on the controlling parameters for the important
phenomena in BLD, NC, Loopseal clearing phase and the core collapsed liquid level during the boil-
off phase.

I. Blowdown Phase [ ] aC

Scaling at the Break - The break orifice flow area is determined from the ratio of flow area to volume
scaling. The fluid enthalpy and pressure upstream of the break are equivalent based on the
condition of the cold leg where the break is located for both ROSA and in the postulated plant
transient at the initiation of SBLOCA transient. These two factors (flow path area, upstream fluid
condition) are important and provide similarity between ROSA and the plant transient behavior
during the blowdown phase.

II. Natural Circulation Phase [ Ja,c

The trajectory of operating point on the Jl*-Jg* plane during the natural circulation in the hot leg in
DLW and in ROSA are compared in Figures 76.A-2a and -2b. The comparison shows that during the
natural circulation phase, the operating point of ROSA case covers similar range of DLW operating
points in the jl*-jg* plane implying that the similar flow regimes are expected in DLW and ROSA
cases. The negative Jl* is seen before the end of the natural circulation period which causes the
vapor to accumulate at the top of U-tube to form a seal which is an indication of LCS phase.

a,x

Figure 76.A-2a: Jl* vs. Jg* in SB-CL-02 Figure 76.A-2b: Jl* vs. Jg* in DLW
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Ill. Loopseal Clearing Phase [ ]a,c

The manometric core depression during the Loopseal phase is determined by the elevation of top of
X-over leg piping, the liquid hold up in the SG U-tubes and the SG/Hot Leg interface. Possible scale
distortion relative to CCFL in SB-CL-02 and in DLW is examined below.

CCFL in SG U-tube

Using the ROSA facility Kukita et al. [76.A-3] developed a CCFL correlation applicable to the SG U-
tube CCFL condition. Figure 76.A-3 shows the data and the correlation;

( - 1 2 + ( .. 1 /
J8 J;tJ/f = 0.88

This is based on Wallis correlation [Section 11.4 of 76.A-4]. This correlation will be used as the basis
for scaling of SB-CL-02.

01

00 5 104-0 0.15 0.20 0,25

amgnimra onrlI Ube M WpFLchrtis t e.iigr IF

Figure 76.A-3: Steam generator U-tube CCFL characteristics [Figure 13 of 76.A-3)
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As seen in the table below, the SG U-tube dimensions in ROSA and DLW are nearly identical. The
pressure range and the fluid condition are prototypical of the full scale PWRs. Therefore the scale
distortion in ROSA relative to the full scale PWRs for this phenomenon is not expected.

Table 76.A-13: SG U-tube Geometry Comparison
ROSA 3 Loop PWR Remark

SG Tube Inner Diameter 19.6 mm [ ]a,c

Average SG Tube height 9.86 m
]ac

Total Flow Area (all 2x0.0425=0.085 m2

loops) ]a,c

Tube Sheet El. relative 2.461 m
to HL centerline ]a,c

Pressure -SG Pressure -SG Pressure LSC Phase
Flow Condition Liquid draining at Liquid draining at Draining of SG Tube

saturation/subcooled saturation/subcooled against Vapor flow
against vapor upflow against vapor upflow from core generated
which is being which is being by decay heat
condensed condensed

Based on the similarity of geometry and fluid conditions, it is concluded that the scale distortion is
not expected in ROSA relative to the full scale PWRs.

CCFL at SG/HL interface

The CCFL correlation developed based on the UPTF data [76.A-5],

(])1/2+ m. (j;)112 = c

where m = 0.7 - 1.0 and C = 0.61 - 0.75, is known to be applicable at the full scale pipe size at the
low pressures (0.3 MPa and 1.5Mpa). Ohnuki [76.A-6] confirmed the applicability of Wallis type
correlation to small scale geometry. The pressure dependency was found to increase the C value
with increasing pressure. Vallee et al. [76.A-71 confirmed Ohnuki's finding on the pressure
dependency from 3 MPa data.

Table 76.A-14: Hot Leg/SG Interface Piping Geometry Comparison
ROSA 3 Loop PWR Remark

SG HL Diameter (D) 0.207 m [ ]a,c
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Table 76.A-14: Hot Lee/SG Interface Pieina Geometry Comearison

ROSA 3 Loop PWR Remark

SG Elbow Length (e) 0.8 m [ ]a,c

HL Horizontal Run (L) 2.4 m [ ]a,c

+ 0.88 ]a"c

Total HL Length 3.2 m [ ]J'c

(L + e)l/\ID 7[

Jac

Total Flow Area (all
loops) 2x0.0337=0.0673m [ ]a'c

Pressure -SG Pressure -SG Pressure LSC Phase
Flow Condition Liquid draining at Liquid draining at Draining of SG Tube

saturation or saturation or against Vapor flow
subcooled against subcooled against from core generated
vapor upflow which is vapor upflow which is by decay heat

1 being condensed being condensed

Based on the similarity of geometry and fluid conditions, it is concluded that the scale distortion is
not expected in ROSA relative to the full scale PWRs.

Residual Liquid in Cross-over Leg Piping

Loop Seal Clearing phase ends with clearing of loop seal and establishing the vent path for the vapor
generated in the core to the break. The important phenomenon in this phase is maintenance of the
presence of the residual liquid in the X-over leg piping which increases the resistance to the vapor
flow from the core to the break. The presence of liquid in the cross-over leg piping results in the
deeper core depression. As seen in the table below, the flow area in the loop seal region in ROSA is
sized to be consistent with the volume scale which would result in the same velocity as in PWR.
The basic mechanism of loop seal clearing was discussed, which included UPTF data analysis as seen
in Figure 76.A-4, in Section 18 of the topical report. The impact of scale and pressure was examined
in Section 18 as well. The scaling and analysis of limiting mechanisms indicate that the slugging
criterion, the entrainment criterion, and the CCFL in the uphill piping are combined to result in
determining the residual liquid presence. Since pipe diameter in ROSA is large enough such that the
CCFL is limited by Kutateladze correlation as in the full scale PWRs, and the velocity is preserved,
scale distortion is not expected in ROSA. There are flow meters and valve in the loop seal region
which potentially have some impact. However, because no discernable impact on the clearing
process is seen in the DP measurement due to the effect of area variations in the hardware, their
impact on the residual liquid in transient is expected to be minimal.
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a,c

Figure 76.A-4: Lines of Constant Gas Velocity Compared to UPTF Data for 3-Bar and
15-Bar Loop Seal Tests [Figure 18.2.3-2 from Topical Report]

Table 76.A-15: Cross-over Leg Piping Geometry Comparison
ROSA 3 Loop PWR Remark

Cross-over Pipe
Diameter 0.168 m [ ]a,c

Cross-over Pipe 9.9 m
Length

]anc

Cross-over Pipe
Horizontal Run 2.17 m

]ac
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Table 76.A-15: Cross-over Leg Piping Geometry Comparison
ROSA 3 Loop PWR Remark

Elevation of Cross-
over Pipe 1.785 m [ ]a,c

Centerline Relative
to Core Bottom

Total Flow Area (all 2x0.02217=0.0443m 2  [ ]B.C

loops)

Pressure Slightly above SG Slightly above SG LSC Phase
Pressure Pressure

Flow Condition Liquid draining at Liquid draining at Draining of SG Tube
saturation or subcooled saturation or against Vapor flow
against vapor upflow subcooled against from core
which is being vapor upflow which is generated by decay
condensed being condensed heat

IV. Boiloff Phase [ ]a.c

The local phenomena of importance for this period include the core level swell, SI condensation and
the arrival of Accumulator injection. The core geometry is nearly identical to PWR except for the
number of fuel assemblies. The designed power ratio was 1:48 originally relative to a 4 Loop PWR,
but for this demonstration plant, the power ratio is [ ]ar which is greater than the volume
scale ratio of [ ]a'c But the scale distortion is not expected since the difference is small.

A.4 Conclusion:

The scale distortion in ROSA-IV SB-CL-02 (2.5% Bottom of CL) is found to be minor and the SB-CL-
series tests are suitable for the code validation. The code validation using the ROSA-IV data for
SBLOCA application is considered adequate when the supplemental validation is performed for
phenomena of importance not explicitly investigated in ROSA-IV tests selected for the WCT-TF2
validation matrix.
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Appendix-B: Investigation of Scale Distortion in Semiscale Tests

B.1 Introduction

Several scaling analyses were performed on the earlier Semiscale facilities to identify scale distortions.
Conclusions from these studies resulted in subsequent facility modifications to reduce scale distortions.
Scale distortions identified in these studies will be reviewed first. Flow regime transition in Semiscale
geometry will be examined next based on applicable CCFL correlations.

B.2 Review of Previous Scaling Analysis and Examination

Conclusions from scaling analyses by Rogers [76.B-1], Larson et al. [76.B-2], Zuber [76.B-3] and scaling
examination captured in WCAP-10054-P-A [76.1-4] are summarized below;

1. 2D/3D effects [76.B-1]:
Differences in performance between a PWR and Semiscale Mod-3 are expected where two- and
three-dimensional system effects influence controlling phenomena. Some particularly important
phenomena influenced by two- and three-dimensional effects are core thermal performance and
vessel lower plenum liquid level, upper head mixing, and downcomer counter-current flow. The
Semiscale Mod-3 system cannot simulate the two- and three-dimensional temperature and flow
distributions of the PWR core or the two- and three-dimensional velocity distributions of the PWR
vessel downcomer and plenum regions.

2. Metal stored energy relative to the coolant volume:
The stored energy in the metal structure of Semiscale Mod-3 is greater per unit volume of system
fluid than that in a PWR, and as a result, the released energy may adversely affect system response
to some degree. Various types of insulation with low thermal capacitance and low thermal
conductivity have been incorporated to reduce these effects [76.B-1]. During steady state operation
this distortion will result in large environmental heat losses. During a small break LOCA transient the
primary system's depressurization will result in the structural metal becoming heat'sources, whose
corresponding rates of heat release to the primary system will be atypically large. The secondary
side's structural metal may become a heat source or sink during the course of a transient, depending
upon the operation of the secondary side system [76.B-4].

3. Heat loss to the environment (the system heat loss to the environment is of the order of 130% of
decay heat if unmitigated):
For the most part, analysis shows that first order effects during small break LOCA will be preserved
in the Semiscale Mod-3 system relative to the PWR system. A possible exception to this is excess
heat loss to the ambient in the Semiscale system [76.B-1]. In an effort to minimize environmental
heat losses, external heaters were installed on the loop piping, down comer, vessel, upper plenum,
and secondary side shells. These heaters were controlled by independent variable power supplies,
allowing the external heater power to be ramped down during the course of a transient in an
attempt to not amplify the already atypical metal heat release to the primary fluid [76.B-4].

4. Horizontal Two-phase flow regime transition:
Zuber [76.B-3] indicated that the intact loop's horizontal regime change in Semiscale is expected to
be similar to that of PWRs. Despite the fact that the horizontal loop pipings are oversized relative to
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the volume scale, Larson [76.B-2] pointed out that for boiloff period, hot legs in both PWRs and
Semiscale are most likely stratified since the vapor flow from the decay heat is expected to be lower
than the transition condition assuming the void fraction is higher than 0.7. It is suggested that while
scale distortion exists, they are not likely to impact the 1 't order effects of the SBLOCA transients in
Semiscale. The flow regime transition and CCFL in the loop will be investigated further.

B.3 Further examination of CCFL and its implications

1. Vertical/inclined Two-phase flow regime transition:
Lee [76.B-5] identified the CCFL phenomena and their dependence on the pipe diameter as the
possible source for scale distortion in scaled tests. This is illustrated in Figure 76.B-1. The figure
shows that the CCFL in the full scale loop would follow Kutateladze type limit while smaller pipe
would follow Wallis type limit which would be more restrictive, and that pipe sizes used in Semiscale
may be in the Wallis type regime.

t0R_ 4# /wakitsFLO0ODW

-,A= -anII/

Figure 76.B-1: Comparison between linear velocities in hot leg and steam generator tubes for
Semiscale and PWR [Figure 4 of 76.B-5]

Richter [76.B-61 investigated the flooding in tubes and annuli of various flow areas and clarified that

starting from Kutateladze's correlation at the large pipe for Bond number (NB = D2 .- ___ a

-1/1

larger than 3600 (or D*= D - = 60) the CCFL becomes more restrictive as the

diameter becomes smaller and the limit line transitions to Wallis type correlation. This is illustrated
in Figure 76.B-2 below (pipe diameter corresponding to D* is evaluated at the atmospheric
pressure). The triangle (A) marks are the measured vapor Kutateladze number at the point where
there is no liquid downflow together with a group of no liquid flow curves based on Wallis's
correlation with a varying coefficient.
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Kutateladze Number vs. Non-dimensional Geometric Parameter
and Experimental Results for Zero Penetration of Liquid

KuO 0 0 0 Kgs-3.2
Kul 0 0 0 (Jg*)S*0.5=1

2 -------- Ku2 0 0 0 (Jj.*)*.O.D5-0•I
,'---- Ku3 0 0 0 (Jq'.)*tO.5=0.O

A ,1a. I 0 0 lost Meaeurmment
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/
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Non-dimensional Pipe Diameter (D*)
Figure 76.B-2: Kutateladze number vs. non-dimensional geometric parameter and experimental

results for zero penetration of liquid [Figure 2 of 76.B-6 with correction]

It is interesting to note that D*=60 for D=9.6 cm at P=1000 psia. This is larger than the size of both
broken and intact loop piping of Semiscale Mod-3 and later modifications. This implies that the
vertical flow regime transition in Semiscale facility at high pressures including the up-hill side of loop

seal region would have the Wallis type CCFL criteria in contrast to PWRs which would have the
Kutateladze type CCFL limit. However, because the loop seal [ ]ac while the
facility scale is 1600:1, the vapor velocity in the loop seal region is about [ ]ac slower in

Semiscale which would have a significant impact on how the loop seal clears. Therefore, it is

expected that the loop seal clearing in Semiscale would be notably different from the PWR transient

of an equivalent break size.

The SG/Hot Leg interface is another location where liquid hold-up is expected due to CCFL. For the

full scale geometry, the following CCFL correlation based on the UPTF data is used [76.B-7].

(g)1/2 +m.(I> 1 /2 =c

where m = 0.7 - 1.0 and C = 0.61 - 0.75.
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This and Ohnuki's correlation [76.B-8] were found to be appropriate for small scales if the geometry
is equivalent to PWR (HL horizontal run connected to an inclined pipe with an angle of ~50 degrees
attached to the SG inlet plenum. "C" in Ohnuki's correlation is a function of the hot leg geometry.

C = In f(-). (1)GM.0 + 0.88

where L (m) is the length of horizontal run of Hot Leg, D (m) is the diameter, and e (m) is the inclined
pipe length. Though the correlation is not strictly applicable due to a significant difference in the
geometry, it is illustrative to note that using the geometrical information, for Semiscale hot leg, C =
0.65 (Intact) and = 0.60 (Broken). These are low end of the possible range for the C value meaning
that in Semiscale, the hot leg bend is more restrictive than PWR. The limiting location is believed to
be the HL/Elbow connection area. However, the loop [ ]a,c than the
volumetric scale, and the velocity is substantially lower. The SG/hot leg in Semiscale would therefore
be less restrictive compared to the PWRs.

2. Axial Distribution of Liquid Inventory

Figure 76.B-3 below compares Volume distribution - elevation relationship between Semiscale and
a PWR [76.B-1]. While the volume fraction at the loop level may be equivalent to PWR, Semiscale
shows significant deviation at higher elevation. It is likely that the mixture level is notably impacted
when the system becomes two-phase. It is expected that the loop flow during the natural circulation
phase is more sensitive to the vapor generation in the system.
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Figure 76.B-3: Comparison of PWR and Semiscale Liquid volume percentage relative to cold leg
centerline [Figure 8 of 76.B-1]

3. Scale Impact on the Natural Circulation

D'Auria [76.B-9] discussed systematic scale effect on Natural Circulation. In SBLOCA the RCS
inventory at the end of natural circulation phase is considered one of important parameter
influencing the coolant inventory during the boil-off phase where the PCT most likely occurs. Figure
76.B-4 compares the normalized two-phase natural circulation mass flux vs. the residual mass in the
primary system. Curves are from natural circulation tests from three difference scale lETs at 2%
power level. It has been found that the smaller scale tests tended to terminate the natural
circulation at the higher fraction of mass.
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90 70 RM% 50

Figure 76.B-4: Scaling of two-phase natural circulation: effect of volume scale on the two-phase
natural circulation mass flux relative to single phase natural circulation mass flux [Figure 19 of 76.B-9]

B.4 Conclusion:

Metal stored energy relative to the coolant volume and the heat loss to the environment were apparent
scale distortions in the small scale facilities like Semiscale. In an effort to minimize environmental heat
losses, external heaters were installed on the loop piping, downcomer, vessel, upper plenum, and
secondary side shells. These heaters were controlled by independent variable power supplies, allowing
the external heater power to be ramped down during the course of a transient in an attempt to not
amplify the already atypical metal heat release to the primary fluid. Other scale distortions are seen in
the CCFL behavior in the hot leg/SG interface and in the Loop seal where the clearing behavior is
impacted and more residual liquid is expected in Semiscale tests compared to PWRs. Many of known
distortions while some may be considered minor, are not correctable and the transient behavior
requires careful examination to interpret and to extrapolate to the PWR behavior. The facility is still
useful for code assessment however atypicalities and scale distortions in the facility are present which
impacts the behavior of key phenomena such that the code may be exercised in an operating region
different from what is expected in PWRs.
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